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Introduction 
Bone cancer affects the skeletal system and develops in bone 
cells. There are two types of it: primary bone cancer develops 
within the bone itself and is less than 1% of cases, and its types:

Malignant Fibrous, Ewing’s Sarcoma, Chondrosarcoma, 
Osteosarcoma, Chordoma, Fibrosarcoma, Histiocytoma.

For the secondary type, it develops in another organ and spreads 
to the bones. People with breast cancer and prostate cancer are 
at particular risk of developing secondary bone cancer, which is 
more common in adults.

In this paper, we will discuss the causes, symptoms, and treatment 
of these tumors, and how to diagnose them using computed 
tomography.

CT Scanner: 
The term “computed tomography,” or CT, refers to a computerized 
x-ray imaging procedure in which a patient is exposed to a narrow 
beam of x-rays that is quickly rotated around the body.These 
resultsignals that are then managed by the machine’s computer 
to make “slices,” of the patient’s body.Known as tomographic 
images, these slices can provide a images with more in-depth 
information than general X-ray device. The computer of the device 
may digitally “stack” several successive slices together to create 
a three-dimensional (3D) image of the patient, making it simpler 
to identify the patient’s basic features as well as potential tumors 
or anomalies.

CT scans can be used to spot disease or damage throughout the 
body. For instance, CT has evolved into a helpful screening device 
for finding potential cancers or lesions within the abdomen. When 
various sorts of cardiac illness or anomalies are detected, a heart 
CT scan could be advised. Injuries, tumors, clots that can cause a 
stroke or hemorrhage, and other problems can all be detected on a 
head imaged by CT. It can produce images of the lungs that show 
the presence of malignancies, pulmonary emboli (blood clots), 
extra fluid, and other diseases like emphysema or pneumonia. 
When examining complicated bone fractures, severely degraded 
joints, or bone malignancies, a CT scan is particularly helpful 
because it typically generates more detailed images.
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ABSTRACT
The communication of information to cancer patients plays a critical role in their care and well-being. This editorial examines the importance of providing 
accurate and understandable information to newly diagnosed cancer patients. It analyzes how effective communication of diagnosis, prognosis, treatment 
options and possible side effects not only empowers patients in decision-making, but also provides them with emotional support. In addition, best practices 
are explored to adapt communication to the individual needs of patients, considering factors such as emotional state, comorbidities and personal preferences. 
This summary emphasizes the importance of empathetic and patient-centered communication to improve the quality of care and the experience of the 
cancer patient.
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And now we will discuss:
CT Scanner Ingredients 
Methods for Reconstructing Images
Contrast Media
Imaging Techniques use CT Modality

Understanding both hardware and software is necessary to comprehend CT picture production. As a result, hardware components 
are covered first. CT scanners use a stream of X-rays produced by a tube that rapidly rotates around the item being studied to 
produce pictures. In the electromagnetic waves, X-rays fall between ultraviolet and gamma rays in terms of energy level and exhibit 
characteristics of both particles and waves. The following components make up the CT scanning equipment [1]:

The Generator
The gantry (scanning unit), which consists of one or more
X-ray tubes 
Photon counters
Protecting elements
The patient table
The imaging system
The console (control element)

CT scanners use two different types of electrical current to produce x-rays. The highest intensity of the X-rays that may be produced 
depends on a high-voltage source (20–150 kilovolts) (1). The electrical potential difference between the anode and cathode grows 
as this voltage rises, allowing continuous electron emission. The framework that houses the X-ray tube, shielding components, and 
photon detectors is referred to as a scanning unit or gantry. The gantry tilt can vary between -25 degrees and +25 degrees in many 
contemporary machines [1].
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The X-ray tubes in modern CT scanners are typically powered by 
20 to 60 kilowatts of electricity, and the electrons are delivered 
to the cathode filament (typically composed of tungsten) using 
a procedure known as thermionic emission. The tube insert is 
formed by the vacuum created by the complete evacuation of 
the gas atoms from the area inside the tube envelope to electrons 
produce electromagnetic radiation with X-ray energy when they 
collide with the anode’s focal spot in two ways: characteristic 
X-rays and Bremsstrahlung X-rays. Characteristic X-rays are 
produced when an accelerating free electron collides with an 
atom’s nucleus and releases an electron from its inner shell as a 
photon. Bremsstrahlung X-rays are produced when an accelerated 
free electron passes through the target atom and has its path altered 
by adjacent subatomic particles, losing some of its kinetic energy 
in the process. The size of the focal spot can be changed to achieve 
the required image resolution. Electric energy is transformed into 
99% heat and 1% photons through the procedure explained in the 
section on X-ray creation.

Oil is used for equipment cooling and insulation in the area between 
the tube housing and envelope to absorb this significant amount of 
heat. The photon detector absorbs and counts the photons produced 
by the X-ray tube as it passes through the patient (also known as a 
photovoltaic cell or simply a detector). Absorb to X-ray photons 
are transformed into photons of visible light by the scintillator 
layer, and light photons are converted into electrical signals by 
the photon transition layer.

CT scanners have evolved from two detectors in first-generation 
scanners to 30 detectors in second-generation scanners and 900 
additional detectors in third-generation scanners. In fourth-
generation scanners, up to 4500 stationary detectors can be 
found in a circle around the patient, increasing the number of 
simultaneous views and decreasing image noise. CT machines 
contain collimators, which are substances capable of absorbing 
the low-energy region of the X-ray spectrum, like other X-ray 
imaging devices. There are two types of collimators used in CT 
scanners: the source collimator and the detector collimator. The 
diaphragm shapes the X-rays into a beam, while the grid absorbs 
a large portion of the photons deviating from their intended path 
and reduces the quantity of photons required to create an image, 
indirectly reducing the patient’s radiation exposure [1].

This decreases the contrast between scanned structuresa crucial 
component forGovernorate image quality andempowerment 
interpretation of the anatomy and pathology. The table pitch, 
also known as the detector pitch, is the amount of forward table 
movement divided by beam collimation during a full gantry 
rotation. It is used to describe tables that move more quickly, but 
can also result in a reduction in image resolution if the machine’s 
circuitry is unable to process data as quickly as the table moves. BP 
is a term for multidetector CT that also refers to the beam width, 
which is determined by multiplying the number of detectors by 
the slice thickness in millimeters. CT engineers have enhanced 
the capabilities of machines since Hounsfield’s first-generation 
system [1].

The amount of any long-term increase in cancer risk at the low 
radiation doses from routine medical imaging exams is debatable 
since the hazards (if any exist) are smaller than our capacity to 
confidently identify them from existing epidemiological research. 
Despite this, efforts have been made to maintain ionizing radiation 
doses from all kinds of medical exams, including CT, as low as 
diagnostically acceptable on a global scale. In their radiology 
reports, a growing number of institutions are starting to include 
information on radiation exposure, but dosages recorded for the 
same examination, nevertheless, might differ greatly. Because of 
this variability, the radiology department may not have failed to 
deliver consistent quality or dosage, but rather the dose required 
to create a picture suitable for answering a specific diagnostic 
query or carrying out a specific therapy [2].

The cumulative effect and potential long-term effects of improperly 
repaired DNA damage are a concern for those who have had several 
imaging tests. It is important to remember that DNA damage and 
repair happen naturally in the human body, even though all CT 
scans must be clinically required and the radiation exposure must 
be kept to a minimum. There are benefits and drawbacks to each 
form of imaging test, and factors such as cost, time, anatomic 
coverage, accessibility, comfort, picture quality, and diagnostic 
precision must all be taken into account. When placing an order, 
patients should be as detailed as they can, including indicating 
what they specifically want. When a CT examination is medically 
necessary and might assist the patient by diagnosing, staging, or 
ruling out a condition, it should be done [2].

In case to have the race to develop an efficient nonetheless accurate 
image reconstruction method while minimizing radiation dose 
is reflected in the quick development of mathematical image 
reconstruction methods in computed tomography (CT), which has 
defined advancements in CT over the past ten year [3].

The Following are some of the more Common Algorithms used 
in Commercially Available CT Image Reconstruction Today [3].

1. Iterative Algorithm without Statistical Modeling 
used originally by Godfrey Hounsfield but not commercially used 
due to inherent limitations of microprocessors at the time - will 
use an assumption and compare it to measured data. The process 
will then be repeated until the two data sets agree.

2. A Statistical Modeling Iterative Algorithm
Iterative reconstruction with statistical modeling that takes optics 
(x-ray source, image voxels, and detector) into account
noise (statistics of photons)
physics (data collection)
object (attenuation of radiation)

3. Back Projection 
Not used in clinical settings because it cannot produce sharp 
images
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Known for its distinctive artifact that looks like a star

4. Filtered Back Projection (convolution method) 
Still widely used in CT today
uses a convolution filter to reduce blurring associated with back projection
fast, but has several limitations such as noise and artifact creation

The computation of the attenuation coefficients of various x-ray absorption paths (ray sum) that are obtained as a set of data (projection) 
is the mathematical problem that CT image reconstruction is attempting to solve.

A PET scan measures crucial body operations like metabolisms. Itassists medical professionals to evaluate how well organs and 
tissues are functioning [4].

CT imaging produces numerous images of the inside of the body using specialized x-ray equipment and sometimes, a contrast media. 
A radiologist views and evaluates the images on a computer screen. CT imaging offers extremely accurate anatomical information [4].

Almost all PET scans today are performed on combined PET/CT scanners. Compared to the two separate ones. With radiographs, 
combined scans may help identify abnormal metabolic activity and provide greater accuracy diagnoses [4].

PET-CT imaging was used to stage or monitor 183 patients with bone and soft-tissue sarcomas. 41 of the 130 patients with positive 
PET-CT results underwent further testing, and clinically important discoveries were present in 15 of the 41 patients. 27 of 138 had a 
change in their clinical course as a result of the PET-CT. Lesions with possible clinical significance are highlighted by PET-CT, and 
the usefulness of PET-CT in sarcoma treatment should be the subject of future multi-institutional investigations [5].

Because the use of morphologic imaging alone may not be able to fully assess tumor response, molecularly targeted chemotherapeutics 
have increased the need for defining new response criteria for therapeutic success. A promising method for evaluating the effectiveness 
of various anticancer treatments is computed tomographic (CT) perfusion imaging of the liver, which provides functional information 
about the microcirculation of healthy parenchyma and focal liver lesions [6].
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The use of CT perfusion for the diagnosis of primary or metastatic tumors, for anticipating an early response to anticancer therapies, 
and for tracking tumor recurrence following treatment also offers encouraging results. Recent technical developments have addressed 
many of the drawbacks of early CT perfusion studies performed on the liver, including their poor coverage, motion artifacts, and 
high radiation exposure [6].

These include motion correction algorithms, wide area detectors with or without volumetric spiral or shuttle modes, and cutting-edge 
CT reconstruction techniques like iterative algorithms. While there are still a number of problems with perfusion imaging, including 
a lack of large multicenter trials, difficulty using perfusion software, and a lack of method standardization, CT perfusion has now 
reached a technical maturity that enables its use in determining tumor vascularity in more substantial prospective clinical trials [6].

Contrast material:
If you require contrast material for your CT scan, it will be administered intravenously (IV) or by mouth (oral contrast). Any 
medications you are taking and any allergies you may have, particularly to contrast materials, should be disclosed to your caregiver. 
Your ordering doctor must write you a prescription for the premedication if you have a history of contrast reaction.The following 
premedication is advised by the American College of Radiology [7].

• Prednisone oral tablet, 50 mg 7 hours, 1 hour, and 13 hours before the test.
• Taking 50 mg of Benadryl orally a half-hour before the test.

If you are having an abdominal or pelvic CT scan, you may be asked to consume a liquid that contains either water or barium. You 
could be required to arrive early to the department or imaging facility, depending on the type of examination you have scheduled, so 
that the oral contrast agent can pass through the stomach and into the small intestine [7].

The Radiology Department at Stanford uses two oral contrast substances with various chemical compounds. These involve water-
based contrast agents and thin barium solutions [7].

Read the instructions mindfully and make sure to arrive at the Department with enough time to consume the necessary contrast material 
before the three separate examinations, as there will be specific guidelines regarding the consumption of water-based contrast agents [7].
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An intravenous (IV) tube may be inserted into your vein to administer the contrast material to you. You might experience warmth or 
a flush when the contrast material is injected into your vein. You might taste metal or salt in your mouth, or you might feel queasy. If 
you think you’re going to throw up, tell your caregiver. This only lasts a minute or two. It’s possible that people who have previously 
experienced an allergic reaction to contrast material will as well. If you have these allergies, caregivers will take extra safety measures 
to ensure your wellbeing. After receiving a contrast material injection, nursing mothers should wait 24 hours before continuing to 
breastfeed [7].

And if you have diabetes and take Glucophage, Glucovance, Metglip, Fortamet, Riomet, or Avandamet, and you have an appointment 
for a test that requires IV contrast (CT, IVP, or an arthrogram), DO NOT take your medication the day of the test and for 48 hours 
after. You MUST make an appointment with your doctor later on for a blood test and advice on when to start taking this medication 
again [7].

Bone Tumor 
A number of diseases marked by abnormal cellular development 
and reproduction that result in the breakdown of other normal 
cells in the body. Among these cancers is bone cancer. The most 
frequent primary malignant bone tumor, osteosarcoma (OS), 
develops during the adolescent growth spurt, which occurs in 
the second decade of life. Computed tomography (CT), magnetic 
resonance imaging (MRI), and conventional radiographs are used 
to diagnose. The following new and innovative tools are promising: 
positron emission spectroscopy, dynamic MRI, three-phase bone 
scans, and thallium scintigraphy. Chemotherapy, radiotherapy, and 
surgery can all be used to treat OS. Treatment options involving 
radiopharmaceuticals or drug delivery involving monoclonal 
antibodies against OS may be effective [8].

Understanding the causes of osteosarcomagenesis (OS) has 
advanced significantly despite the complex nature of the 
etiological factors and pathogenetic mechanisms that underlie OS. 
Two categories of driver genes—activated oncogene and inactive 
tumor suppressor genes (TSGs)—give cancer cells a proliferative 
advantage. Cancer may appear with these diseases, such as:
1. Li-Fraumeni is a rare condition that makes a person more likely 
to develop one or more cancers during their lifetime.
2. Hereditary retinoblastoma is a type of malignant tumor of the 
eye that starts in the delicate lining of the eye called the retina. 
Primarily young kids get impacted by retinalblastoma.

3. Rothmund-Thomson is a rare recessive chromosomal 
abnormality of the skin.

4. Bloom is a rare genetic disease caused by a severe disorder of 
the chromosomal rearrangement in the affected person.
5. Werner syndrome is a rare autosomal genetic disorder caused 
by mutations in genes.
-TSGs such as p53, Rb, RECQL4, BLM, and WRN are crucial in 
the development of OS. To find new driver genes, model human 
OS, investigate various OS subtypes, and analyze metastatic 
and non-metastatic features, researchers have used genetically 
modified mice (GEMMs) with p53 and/or Rb mutations [9].
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Types of it [10]:
1. Central
With 80% of cases occurring in the first and second decades of 
life, conventional osteosarcoma (OS) is the most prevalent type 
of OS. According to the dominant characteristics of the cells, it 
divided in 3 groups osteoblastic, fibroblastic and chondroblastic. 
Osteosarcoma formation in osteoblastic or osteolytic and is 
typically of high degree and create in intramedullary cavity. The 
tumor cells must produce either bone or osteoid in order for the 
tumor to be diagnosed.

Four percent of OS cases are telangiectatic osteosarcomas, which 
are distinguished by blood dilation filled cavities and high degree 
sarcomatous cells on the septae and outer edge. A wide zone of 
transition and geographic patterns of bone destruction can be seen 
on radiographs of telangiectatic osteosarcomas.

As the two lesions appear radiographically similar and there 
have been cases of telangiectatic osteosarcomas being mistaken 
for aneurism bone cysts, it is crucial to distinguish telangiectatic 
osteosarcomas from aneurism bone cysts on imaging. According 
to recent studies, there is no distinction between the two types.

One to two percent of OS cases are small-cell osteosarcomas 
(SOS), which are characterized by the production of osteoid 
by the tumor cells and small cells with rounded hypochromatic 
nuclei. Radiographs reveal a destructive process with lytic areas 
and sclerosis.

In the third or fourth decade of life, low-grade osteosarcoma 
(LOS), a rare form of OS, can affect patients. It can be challenging 
to diagnose. Compared to conventional OS, curettage-only therapy 
has a better prognosis.

2. Surface
Parosteal osteosarcoma
It affects the back of the distal femur and is a low-grade 
osteosarcoma that arises from the periosteum. Radiographs 
reveal a heavily lobulated and ossified mass, with the medullary 
cavities unaffected. From a histological perspective, PAOS 
displays parallel-oriented streams of bone trabeculae that resemble 
periosteal new bone reaction.

Periosteal osteosarcoma
The matrix component of PIOS is typically visible on radiographs 
and during a histopathologic examination. It is primarily 
cartilaginous and low frequent than parosteal.

A surface lesion with a high-grade appearance and accelerated 
local growth are the hallmarks of high-grade surface osteosarcoma 
(HGSOS), a rare form of OS. It may spread to nearby soft tissues 
and has similar malignant potential like the conventional kind.

Symptoms [1]:
It may not cause any symptoms or symptoms that it has. The 
tumor grow, it can lead to: 
1. Noticeable swelling or mass.
2. Pain if the tumor presses on nerves or muscles.
3. Bone injury or fracture without a known cause.

Clinical and Imaging Findings
The Inactive phase of experimental tumor models may be relatively 
brief, but in the clinical environment, such periods of latency may 
extend for years, at least after the main tumors have been removed. 
Additionally, a variety of tumor morphologies that result from 
metastatic dissemination to the marrow may be identified by the 
relative activity of tumor-associated osteolysis and tumor-induced 
bone formation. Therefore, metastatic processes are observable 
by conventional X-Ray, CT, SPECT, and PET using bone-seeking 
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radiopharmaceuticals long before they result in the disruption of 
normal bone tissue architecture. As a result, these methods provide 
only indirect proof of the presence of effective tumor cells in 
bone structure.Even after the cancer cells it was eliminated, the 
alterations they portray can last for a very long time [12].

Currently, the only methods that provide this are PET/CT and 
PET/MRI, which use FDG or more cancer-specific tracers such 
as prostate-specific membrane antigen (PSMA)-associated probes. 
As a result, we should start use imaging techniques that can detect, 
and preferably quantify Early detection of bone marrow metastases 
is critical for guiding management and increasing the probability 
cure, while indirect methods should be avoided [12].

We propose that in the future, the detection and measurement 
of bone marrow metastases should be based on PET/CT and 
perhaps PET/MR imaging, using tracers that target and depict 
the level of malignancy of active cancer cells proliferating in the 
red bone marrow. In most cancers, FDG-PET is a great option 
for this purpose because it reflects tumor biology, which means 
that the rate of FDG uptake is a good indicator of prognosis 
because it indicates how aggressive the tumor and metastases are. 
The criticized lack of specificity of FDG actually seems to be a 
benefit because cancers can vary in geno- and phenotype from the 
primary to regional to distant metastasis, including bone marrow 
metastasis, and because bone marrow metastases comprise several 
phenotypes [12].

They achieved a retrospective analysis on 97 people who had 
image-guided biopsies worked at our facility between February 
2013 and November 2018. The inclusion requirements main the 
most important percutaneous core-needle biopsy and the 18F-FDG 
PET/CT-guided or CT-guided biopsy, and the finishing surgical 
histopathology results were verified as bone tumors or tumor-like 
lesions [13].

We identified the clinical features, tumor size, tumor location, 
classification, and biopsy modalities registered during and after the 
procedure using electronic medical data and pathology reporting 
systems.

PET/CT-guided and CT-guided biopsies may firstly be preferred 
for patients with suspected bone metastases or primary bone 
malignancies [13].

Cases
1. This text discusses the case of a 20-year-old patient who had 
been experiencing nausea and vomiting, fever-like symptoms, 
diarrhea, and diffuse abdominal pain for six days previous 
receiving chemotherapy for osteosarcoma. The right iliac fossa 
of the abdomen was exceptionally swollen, and tender, and 
physical examination showed hemodynamic instability. The 
ascending colon and cecum both had edema, according to the 
image. Vasopressor support, correction of electrolyte imbalances, 
blood cell and platelet transfusion, G-CSF, hydration, and broad-
spectrum antibiotic therapy were the first steps in the treatment, 
and the initial clinical and laboratory results were adequate. The 
next step in treatment is chemotherapy and surgery to remove the 
tumors following clinical appearance and a correct diagnosis. The 
main surgical provocation for young patients is how to reconstruct 
the limb after the tumor has been removed [14].

2. Patients with an average age of 80 included two men and six 
women. A 44-month median follow-up period was used. Pain, 
swelling, and a mass were the beginning symptoms in five, two, 
and one, respectively. Initial diagnoses included benign bone 
tumors in four cases, osteoarthritis in two, and lumbar canal 
stenosis in two. The ideal time between the patient’s first symptom 
noting and referral was 25 months. At their previous hospital, 
two patients had undergone surgical curettage for a benign bone 
tumor. At presentation, three patients had lung metastases. The 
average tumor measured 129 mm at its widest point. Six patients 
received surgical care, one of whom undergo frozen autograft 
reconstruction. Due to an unresectable pelvic lesion, one patient 
received carbon-ion radiotherapy [15].

Radiotherapy
The reliable method of controlling local diseases and protecting 
limb functions has been identified as local radiotherapy. Early 
findings supported the idea that systemic therapy combined with 
external irradiation might be a successful strategy for local control 
and symptom relaxation. Proton therapy offers high-dose radiation 
therapy for the local treatment of patients with unresectable or 
partially removed OS, according to research by Csiernik et al.

Clinical research has lately focused on radiosensitizers, which make 
tumor cells more sensitive to radiation treatment without damaging 
healthy tissues. The combined use of ginseng polysaccharide 
(GPS) and ionizing radiation (IR) has been shown to increase OS 
cells’ sensitivity to IR, according to modern studies. Research on 
radiotherapy sensitization will be the foundation for radiotherapy 
for OS, along with cutting-edge methods like stereotactic 
radiotherapy, proton radiotherapy, heavy ion radiotherapy, and 
an organic combination of chemotherapy and surgical treatment. 
Its importance in comprehensive adjuvant treatment for limb relief 
cannot be understated.
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GPS structure 
The three main categories of radiation therapy are as follows:
1. External radiation therapy using a distant radiation source that 
is external to the body.
2. Brachytherapy, or close treatment, using a closed radioactive 
source that is positioned inside the body or close to the target area.

3. Internal radioactive material is grown during open-source 
radiation therapy.

Local radiotherapy is a promising path for patients who cannot be 
surgically resected or have tumors on the resection margin, as well 
as those with OS that respond unsuccessfully to chemotherapy. 
Early results indicate that external irradiation and systemic therapy 
can effectively control and reduce symptoms. Radiotherapy is an 
effective, method for controlling local diseases and protecting limb 
functions, but OS is not sensitive to radiotherapy. Radiosensitizers 
have become a hotspot in clinical research, increasing tumor 
cell sensitivity without harming normal tissues and promoting 
radiation to kill tumor cells with high safety. Modern studies 
have confirmed that the combined use of ginseng polysaccharide 
(GPS) and ionizing radiation (IR) can increase OS cell sensitivity 
to IR [16].

Improvements in radiotherapy technology and equipment have 
improved the number of long-term survival patients. In the future, 
radiotherapy for OS will be based radiotherapy sensitization 
research, developed techniques like stereotactic radiotherapy, 
proton radiotherapy, and heavy ion radiotherapy, and an organic 

combination of surgical treatment and chemotherapy. Its role in 
comprehensive limb relief adjuvant treatment cannot be obsolete 
[16].

Although OS, a malignant tumor creating from mesenchymal 
tissues, was once fatal, improvements in chemotherapy and surgery 
have made it a disease that most patients can survive. Successful 
management depends on an accurate diagnosis, preoperative and 
postoperative chemotherapy, surgical resection, postoperative 
chemotherapy, and lifelong monitoring. The modern standard of 
care emphasizes chemotherapy before and after surgery as well as 
surgical treatment. But there have been problems in latest years, 
especially for patients with lung metastases and chemotherapy 
resistance. To solve these problems, new medications and cutting-
edge treatment modalities are necessary [16].

Additional chances and treatment options for OS are expected 
to result from improvements in molecular biology and tumor 
gene research. The best approach to combine and utilize different 
treatment modalities is presently a hot topic in research. OS can 
be defeated in the near future with the best research skills [16].

Conclusion
Since the discovery of tomography, it has diagnosed many 
diseases, including bone cancer, and through it, many questions 
about bone cancer have been answered. It is considered the best 
device for diagnosing bone cancer, although it exposes the patient 
to high X-rays, but it provides the best three-dimensional image. 
In general, radiotherapy is used to Reduce complications, and 
symptoms and treat the disease. We hope in the future that there 
will be a development in the field of radiology to treat the disease 
radically and to develop a CT scan device to learn more about 
the disease.
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